ABSTRACT. We shall show strict hypoellipticity of some second order differential operators which are generalized equations considered by Hörmander, Oleinik and Radkevic, using localized energy inequalities.
where (x, í)€ifXRw.
We shall use the following notation which is a microlocalized one of Oleinik and RadkeviS [3] . Definition. Let r be an open conic subset of T*(fi)\0. A second order differential operator L(x,D) with a form (1.1) is of rank n over T if for any closed subset of V of T such that T' n {(x, Ç) 6 T*((l)\0; |£| = 1} is a compact set, there exist a positive integer a = a(r') and a positive constant C = C(T") such that
here (x, £) G V. Here Yj(x, £) is the principal symbol of Y}(x, D).
THEOREM. Let L(x, D) be a second order differential operator with a form (1.1), which satisfies assumptions (A.1) and (A.2). Then ifL{x, D) is of rank n over T, for any u £ P'(fî) we have WF(u)nr = WF(Lu)nr.
As a consequence of the above theorem, we obtain the following: COROLLARY 1. Second order differential operators L(x,D) considered in Hormander [1] and Oleinik and Radkevii [3] are strictly hypoelliptic, ifL(x, D) is of rank n over T*(iî)\0. Next we shall cite some inequalities from [4] . Let Ya(x,D) (a = 1,...,N) and Yjv-j-j (x, D) (j = 1,..., n) be properly supported pseudo-differential operators defined by the symbols aaß\x)Xß{x; {) and {daaß{x)/dxj)XaXß{x, OKI-1 respectively. Then just using the conditions (A.1) and (A.2), in [4] we proved the following: 3. Proof of theorem. Let <p be an element of C°°({x 6 Rn; |x| < 1}) with / <p(x)dx = 1. Then for S < 0 we define the convolution operator {<psu)(x) = 6~n J u(y)<p{{y -x)/6)dy.
Since <ps is a pseudo-differential operator with the symbol <p(6£), the set {<ps(D); 0 < 6 < 1} is a bounded set of L°(Rn). And we have supp(^«u) C suppu + 6 and u(x) 6 £'(n) belongs to Ha(Cl) if and only if ||^5u||a < C, where C does not depend on 6. Let us prove the theorem. Since it is well known WF(Lu) C WF(u) for any pseudo-differential operator L of fi and u 6 P'(fi), we shall prove WF(u) C WF(Lu), i.e., if (x0, Co) £ WF(Lu), then (x0, Co) t WF(u). Assume (x0, Co) € T*(fi)\0 does not belong to WF(Lu). Then using a cut-off function which is not aero at xn, we may assume u G £ '(fi) and (xo, Co) £ WF(Lu). By Lemma 2.1 if we show a properly supported pseudo-differential operator xix> D) in fi of order 0 such that xu £ C°°(il) and x is elliptic near (xo, Co)> then (xo, Co) £ WF(u). Here we assume (x0, Co) G T. 
